Modify track order
Posted by FTLRalph - 30 Jan 2014 01:31

Hey guys.

Unless I'm misunderstanding something, this seems like it should be simple, but I can't seem to find an answer anywhere.

How can you change the order of certain tracks? Say I want V1 to be moved below/above V2, or FX1 to be moved above/below FX2 - is this possible?

Thanks!

============================================================================

Re: Modify track order
Posted by RWAV - 30 Jan 2014 02:36

Select only the two tracks you want to swap Mark-Park the full track length S.

Sometimes you may want to make an empty track where you'd like to place another - swap with the empty track - then delete the redundant empty track.

This procedure will swap track contents - it will not swap track names.

But be very careful with swapping V tracks and particularly be very afraid if FX tracks are involved in all of this - LW has a track hierarchy which if stuffed-up will lead to unpredicted consequences and potentially life-destroying pain trying to recover what you had. At the very least be very sure you are working on a copy of an edit - so you can always go back to the last known good one very easily.

============================================================================

Re: Modify track order
Posted by ericnelson - 11 Aug 2017 17:26
How do you select tracks?

Can't drag tracks
Posted by ericnelson - 11 Aug 2017 17:28

I have a track that is an overlay, but it is the bottom track so it is covered up. How can I move tracks around? Like Make V1 higher up than V3?

Move around tracks
Posted by ericnelson - 11 Aug 2017 17:29

I have a track that is an overlay, but it is the bottom track so it is covered up. How can I move tracks around? Like Make V1 higher up than V3?

**Moderated:** Please don't double post, or in this case, triple post. It adds to confusion while doing nothing to help. I have moved these posts to the thread that you originally posted in, where I have already answered you - jwrl.

Re: Modify track order
Posted by jwrl - 11 Aug 2017 23:47

At the bottom left of your timeline you will see a button labelled "All". Click on it. If all of the tracks are now at full brightness, click on it again. They should all be greyed. Now click on the labels of the tracks that you want selected. They will be highlighted. You have now selected your tracks.

But before you do that, please, **please, PLEASE** look at the Lightworks tutorials on this website. They will help you enormously.
Re: Modify track order
Posted by jwrl - 11 Aug 2017 23:58

Follow on from the above: I replied, then discovered your other posts. In this case you were lucky on two counts because users here routinely won't reply to an old thread that has been needlessly revived. The software has changed too much, and it's also a trick that is often used by spammers.

They are also less likely to reply to multiple postings on the same problem.

==========================================================